We are also happy to customize a creative experience to meet the goals of your team, including lessons for 4 or less and large-scale projects for teams over 20. Call us!

**OPTIONS FOR 3-HOUR TEAM BUILDERS**

**PRINTING AND BINDING PROJECT**
SEWN BOARDS VARIATION
Participants will start by printing the covers to their book, then fold, tip, and sew together this lovely variation on a traditional binding. After the covers are fastened down, the book is trimmed on three edges and the corners are rounded for a beautiful finish and final look.

**PRINTING PROJECT**
LETTERPRESS POSTERS
Break into small groups to design, lay out, and print your own set of posters using the presses and type from our giant print studio. Combine colors, images, and type into a custom design hand-printed on a Vandercook press.

**BINDING PROJECT**
LACED PAPER JOURNAL
This elegant little book combines a variety of basic binding techniques with the result being a non-adhesive journal with laced supports that also function as clasps to hold the book closed.

**OPTIONS FOR 2-HOUR TEAM BUILDERS**

**PRINTING AND BINDING PROJECT**
PAMPHLET WITH PRINTED COVER
Bring together the basics of printing and binding with this project where participants print a folding cover and then use it as a cover for a traditional pamphlet stitch book.

**PRINTING PROJECT**
GROUP BROADSIDE WITH NAMES
Participants will each get to set their name with type from our collection and then combine it all together and print a group broadside to commemorate the day.

**BINDING PROJECT**
FLIGHT OF BOOKS
Try your hand at a variety of basic bookbinding structures in this class to experience the fun of making books by hand.